












WILL YOU RETOUCH THE PRINTS AND PRODUCTS THAT I ORDER?
Yes!  Typical retouching includes facial blemish removal, under eye circle softening,

fly away hair removal, and removal of anything distracting in the background.  
If there is anything else you would want done to a photo please let me know!

WHEN DO I SEE MY PHOTOS?
1-3 weeks after your session I will post your photos online in our proofing section for you to 

preview and choose some favorites.  From there you can place an order online for prints, 
digitals files,and other products. Or if you need some help or would like to come into the studio 

to see our products, just shoot me an email and we can set up an appointment.

IT LOOKS LIKE IT IS GOING TO RAIN THE DAY MY SESSION IS BOOKED, WHAT DO WE DO?
I'm definitely not going to make you shoot in the rain!  We will make a call on the weather 

the night before or the morning of your session and reschedule if it looks like rain. 

WHERE WILL MY SESSION BE?
If you have somewhere specific you want to shoot please let know, new places are great! 

If not I have a lot of locations around Northville that I like to shoot.  We can decide 
what is best based on your style and preferences.

IS HAIR AND MAKEUP INCLUDED IN MY SESSION?
I don't include hair and makeup in your session to allow you to decide if you want

to get it professionally done, and to be able to use your own stylist.

HOW DO I BOOK MY SESSION WITH YOU?
There is a Book Now link on my website that will take you to the online booking system. 

Choose the session that best fits what you need, choose an avaiabile date and time, 
check out, and I'll see you then!

DO I HAVE TO ORDER A PACKAGE OR IS THERE A MINIMUM ORDER?
We do have some package options, but you can order a la carte if it makes more sense.

There is no minimum order, you can get exactly what you need!

HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE FOR MY ORDER TO COME IN?
Print and card orders take about 2-3 weeks, Albums and canvas's take a little longer.
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